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ruR. Mate
Blue whales (Balaenoptera musculus) are the largest of the baleen

whales. Blue whale calls were recorded off the coast of California in fall,
1993 and measured for frequency and time characteristics. On average, blue

whale calls lasted 16 s, swept down from 18.9 to 17.3 Hz and were
repeated every 38 s. These results are similar to blue whale calls recorded

elsewhere in that they possess a frequency downsweep component which

lasts from 16-18 s.
Ambient noise levels in the ocean due to sources such as wind,

waves or shipping can make it difficult to detect blue whale calls in raw
hydrophone data. The characteristics of the blue whale calls recorded in the

field were sufficiently similar to design a matched filter (kernel) to
automatically detect calls obscured by ambient noise. This filter worked well

at identifying blue whale calls when applied to the data from which it was

derived and on data from the U.S. Navy's SOSUS (SOund SUrveillance
System) array.

The U.S. Navy has been monitoring low-frequency sounds in the
northeast Pacific using bottom-mounted hydrophone arrays since the mid-

1950's. The use of this system was extended to the study of low-frequency
whale calls. By applying the matched filter developed from field data to each
of three hydrophone arrays and using location algorithms developed for

seismic work, it was possible to pick the same call on each array and
determine its location by examining the arrival time differences at each
hydrophone and comparing this to a predefined location.

To confirm the validity of these locations, a ground-truthing
experiment was conducted whereby a Navy P-3 aircraft was given locations

determined with the matched filter to try to visually and/or acoustically
locate blue whales off the Oregon coast. Other locations were determined

for 10 days in July and August, 1994.
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Characterization of Blue Whale Calls from the Northeast Pacific and
Development of a Matched Filter to Locate Blue Whales on U.S. Navy
SOSUS (SOund SUrveillance System) Arrays

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

Blue whales (Balaenoptera musculus) are the largest of the baleen
whales. They are protected as an endangered species and population

numbers and distributions are not well understood. Very little is known of
blue whale social structure but it is believed that they use their low
frequency vocalizations to communicate with each other over great
distances.

The overall objective of this thesis project was to develop a tool that
would aid in the detection and location of blue whale calls in the north
Pacific. This was achieved in three steps, each of which had a specific goal:
First, to record blue whale vocalizations in the field and characterize

vocalizations with regards to frequency downsweep, call duration, signal
strength and intercall interval.
Second, use the "average" values for frequency and time
characteristics from field-recorded blue whale calls to develop a matched

filter which would detect such calls in time series data, specifically from
U.S. Navy SOSUS data.

2

Third, apply this matched filter to channels from at least three

different SOSUS arrays off the west coast of the U.S. to locate the
vocalizing blue whales and confirm their presence with field observations.

3

LITERATURE REVIEW OF PRODUCTION AND RECEPTION OF SOUND BY
LARGE WHALES

Introduction
It has been suggested that cetaceans use sound to communicate,

navigate and find food. Sound may be the most important sense for whales.
Vision underwater can be useful over short distances but the rapid

attenuation of light in water means that visual sighting ranges would be
severely restricted, especially below about 100 m (Pickard and Emery 1990).

Although the sense of smell is important in mother-pup recognition in many
species of pinnipeds that breed on land (Riedman 1 990), water rapidly

diffuses chemical signals that might be useful to cetaceans. Therefore, they
must rely almost exclusively on sound for information about their
environment. Blue whales produce low frequency calls whose purpose is not

well understood but which may be used for communication.
Another means of communication in animals is body language, or how
gestures or facial expressions relay information from one animal to another.
Display behaviors such as head slapping and spy-hopping have been

assigned some communicative purpose to captive odontocetes, but the

meaning of this sort of posturing is not well understood for large cetaceans
(Pryor 1986). While the purpose of such aerial displays as breaching or

pectoral fin slapping remains unknown, it has been speculated that these
displays may be informative to other whales (Baker and Herman 1984,
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Whitehead 1985). Blue whales, in general do not regularly breach or fluke

slap. This may be a result of constraints due to body size. A potentially
reduced ability to communicate via body language might make
communication by sound is even more important to large whales.

Currently, most of what is known of blue whale vocalizations consists
of simple calls with fundamental frequency ranges reported from about 1 6 to
54 Hz. Such calls are likely used for long distance contact amongst

conspecifics due in part to the low attenuation characteristics of subsonic
frequencies (Evans, 1967, Payne and Webb 1971, Clark 1990).

Production of sound

Very little is known about how baleen whales produce sounds. They
have no vocal cords. Nevertheless, the larynx may contain the mechanism

for sound production. Hosokawa (1950), in a comparison of the larynx of a
sei whale (Balaenoptera borealis) and a sperm whale (Physeter

macrocephalus), noted that the sei whale had a large, muscular laryngeal

sack. This sack was present in all the other baleen whales he studied but in

none of the toothed whales. This sack may expand and contract in a live
whale and one of its possible functions may be sound production.
Until recently the mechanism for purring (a low frequency sound) in

felines was unknown. It has since been determined that the larynx is largely
responsible for this phenomenon by modulating respiratory flow by the
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sudden opening and closing of the vocal folds (Frazer Sissom et al. 1991). It
is possible that the lips of the laryngeal sac in baleen whales may serve a

similar function by producing sound as they move apart and together or
change aperture size as air is cycled from the lungs to the laryngeal sac.
Vocalization frequency has been shown to be correlated with physical

size in many vertebrate species (Morton 1977). The frequency of the mating
call of male toads (Bufo bufo) is indirectly related to body size; larger toads
have deeper croaks (Davies and Halliday, 1978). In feral horses, the squeals

of the larger, dominant males are 20% longer and maintain stronger energy
in three broad frequency bands than those of subordinate males. This may

be the result of larger lung capacity or stronger thoracic musculature
(Rubenstein and Hack 1992). Furthermore, in wolf pups (Canis lupus), age

and size are inversely correlated with call pitch, and in adults lower pitched
howls may indicate physical condition to rivals (Harrington 1987).
The laryngeal sack of the Balaenopteridae (including blue,
Balaenootera musculus, and fin whales, Balaenoptera physalus) is noticeably

larger than that of the Balaenidae (right whales) or Megapteridae (humpback
whales, Megaptera novaeangliae) (Beauregard and Boulart 1 882, Hosokawa

1950). Humpback, right (Eubalaena cilacialis) and bowhead whales (Balaena

mysticetus) vocalize at higher frequencies than balaenopterid whales (see

Evans, 1967 and Thompson et al., 1979 for reviews of mysticete
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vocalization frequencies). It is possible then that the size of the laryngeal
sack is inversely related to vocalization frequency.

Reception of sound

Fleischer (1976) examined the cochlea of recent and fossil cetaceans

and found important differences both between mysticetes and odontocetes
and between balaenopterids and balaenids. Odontocetes have cochlea that

are adapted for high frequency hearing. The spiral Iaminae have thick walls

that separate the turns of the cochlea and the spiral canal is large. These

attributes appear to be necessary to cope with the high energy levels in the
cochlea that result from high frequency sounds. Baleen whales, on the other
hand, have thinner laminar walls, a smaller spiral canal and less distance

between the turns of the cochlea. The large basilar width in mysticetes is
indicative of adaptation for low frequency sound (Fleischer 1 976, Ketten
1990).

Ketten (1990, 1992) suggested that baleen whales were
evolutionarily constrained to use low frequency sound because of their size

and as a result of foraging strategy. During the mid Oligocene (30-25 mya),

the development of the circum-Antarctic current allowed for open water
circulation. The resultant increase in nutrient availability from glacial erosion
may have increased the biomass of phyto- and zoo-plankton available to

early mysticetes such as Mauicetus (Fordyce 1977). High productivity could
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have encouraged the radiation of marine mammal species and the evolution

of filter feeding (Lipps and Mitchell 1976, Fordyce 1977, 1980).
Other climate changes, including the development of the
psychrosphere and the onset of Antarctic cooling, resulted in a more

heterogenous ocean with areas of high productivity (Fordyce 1980). The
evolution of larger body size may have been the result of one or a number of

environmentally-mediated factors. First, the abundance of food would simply
allow these animals to become larger. Another possibility favoring larger
body size was the metabolic advantage of a smaller surface area to volume

ratio. Or possibly, larger whales were better able to take advantage of high

productivity by being able to travel further to forage or by foraging more
efficiently. Then, if the basilar membrane of the cochlea broadened and

lengthened without thickening as body size increased, this would result in

a

cochlea with low frequency resonance characteristics (Ketten 1990).

Uses of sound by animals

Sound is one of the primary means of communication among animals.
In white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus), there are specific vocalizations

for mating, alarm, threat, maintenance of mother-neonate bonds and contact
between group members (Atkeson et al. 1988). Female Asian chipmunks
(Tamias sibricus) may use different calls to advertise estrous condition to

distant males and to interact with potential mates (Blake 1992). Cotton-top
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tamarin (Saguinus oedipus) vocalizations indicate food preference (Elowson

et al. 1991). Vocalizations are used for individual recognition in coral reef
fish (Pomacentrus partitus, Myberg and Riggio 1985), timber wolves (Canis
lupus, Tooze et al. 1990), gannets (Sula bassana, White and White 1970)

and kittiwakes (Rissa tridactyla, Wooler 1978) among others.
Whitehead and Weilgart (1991) found clear correlations between
observed activities and vocalization rates in sperm whales. Vocalizations in

Atlantic bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) were associated with
different behaviors which were found to change seasonally (Jacobs et al.
1993).

Elephants share certain characteristics with whales such as large size,

vocalization frequency and possibly, ancestry (Dolphin, 1987). African
elephants (Loxodonta africana) have recently been discovered to produce

subsonic calls from 14 to 35 Hz (Poole et al. 1988). Poole et al. (1988)
described six different calls based on frequency range and associated

behavior. They propose that some of these low frequency vocalizations may
be used to maintain group contact over long distances. Elephants in groups
separated by several km move in a coordinated fashion from hours to days.

Playback experiments have shown that they can hear calls up to 2.0 km
away and that males will move towards the broadcast source when calls
from estrous females are played (Langbauer et al. 1991).
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Evans (1967) suggested that, like the subsonic calls of elephants,
mysticete sounds may be able to provide information on breeding status,

location or to maintain contact between individual whales. This idea was
applied to the low frequency calls of finback whales by Payne and Webb

(1971) who proposed that baleen whales form "range herds" which are
populations that maintain contact by sound with each other over long
distances. Through the use of low frequency calls, these whales may travel
in a coordinated manner.

Mysticetes generally produce low frequency signals that are probably
used for communication (Reysenbach de Haan 1966, Evans 1967;

Cummings et al. 1968, Thompson et al. 1979). Calls of baleen whales have
been classified into three groups by Clark (1990): 1) simple calls, which are

usually low frequency (<1000 Hz), frequency modulated signals; 2)
complex calls which are broad band signals ranging from 500-5000 Hz and

3) clicks, knocks or grunts usually of short duration and variable frequency.

The potential behavioral contexts in which different types of calls are
heard remain generally unknown and seem to vary by species. It does

appear that some vocalizations are heard only seasonally or in specific

contexts.
Playback experiments conducted on the wintering (breeding) grounds

of humpback whales revealed that animals often approached the source of

playback sounds and that they were most often attracted to broadcasts of
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sounds recorded on feeding grounds (Mobley et at. 1988). Migrating gray
whales (Eschrichtius robustus) produce some low frequency sounds (15-

1000 Hz, Thompson et al. 1979) which include moans and knocks
(Cummings et al. 1968). The majority of fin whale calls recorded have been
described as '20 Hz pulses' (see for example Schevill et al. 1964, Watkins

1981, Watkins et al. 1987) but the pattern of the vocalizations may vary by
area and season (Watkins, 1981). Bowhead whales have a vocal repertoire
that can differ with year, season and time of day and includes both up- and
downsweeps in frequency (Clark and Johnson 1984, Cummings and Holliday

1987). So little is currently known about the structure and function of blue
whale calls that seasonality, regional differences or behavioral correlation
have not yet been described for this species' vocalizations.

Applications of whale vocalizations by biologists

Behavioral correlations

Chu and Harcourt (1986) hypothesized that the function of male
humpback whale songs is to allow other males (potential competitors) to
assess a whale's fitness based on his ability to hold his breath. Watkins

(1981) attributed "patterned" pulses in fin whales to sound production by
one individual during the winter (breeding) season and proposed that these

may be part of a courtship display. In the same paper, Watkins attributed the
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"low frequency rumbles" of fin whales to surprise and/or aggression in these
animals.

Censusinq

The use of vocalizations to determine numbers and distributions of
vocalizing whales has been particularly successful with migrating bowhead

whales. Clark and Ellison (1988, 1989) were able to provide an estimate of
the number of vocalizing whales passing a hydrophone array off Pt. Barrow,

Alaska during the whales' spring migration. A "sizeable" proportion of these
animals were not in range of visual observation posts and could not,
therefore, have been counted in visual censuses. Because not all whales

vocalize during migration and ambient noise affected the authors' ability to
locate whales, some combination of visual and acoustic censusing appears

to provide the most accurate assessment of whale numbers.

Tracking migrations

Clapham and Mattila (1990) proposed that acoustic monitoring could

be a useful tool with which to explore the migratory routes of singing
humpback whales. The authors listened for humpbacks on while sailing to
and from the breeding grounds in the West Indies and tentatively concluded

that whales returning to northern feeding grounds use more westerly routes
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than they do when travelling south but do not travel close to shore nor do
they use the Gulf Stream.

Population stock determination

Thompson et at. (1992) recorded finback whales in the Gulf of
California and found that the sound levels, frequency modulation and pattern

of vocalizations were distinctly different from those of fin whales recorded in
the Atlantic and the Pacific. They propose that regional stocks of fin whales
may be distinguished by these differences. Pods of orcas (Orcinus orca) in

British Columbia exhibit significant differences in their call repertories. Pods

which associate with each other exhibit more similarities in dialect than
those which are not regularly associated, thus killer whale dialects can be
used to distinguish different populations and reveal aspects of social
organization (Ford and Fisher 1982). In addition to clicks used for

echolocation, sperm whales also produce 'codas' which are series of 4-30
clicks believed to be used in communication. Populations in different

geographical areas have different click repertoires (Moore et al. 1993,
Weilgart and Whitehead 1993, Weilgart et at. 1993). Furthermore,
humpback whales recorded in Australian waters sing very different songs on

the east and west coasts, which supports the belief that these are two
different stocks (Cato, 1991).
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Conclusion

The production of sound by whales appears to be critical for
communication within a species. Baleen whales, in particular, may use low
frequency sound to maintain contact with each other over relatively long
distances. There is great variation in the duration, frequency and repetition

rate of vocalizations from different species. The exact function of many
different calls continues to elude scientists as does the mechanism of sound
production. Nevertheless, vocalizations may be used to study the acoustic

behavior, stock differentiation and distribution of vocalizing animals.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF FIELD-RECORDED BLUE WHALE CALLS

Introduction
The blue whale, Balaenoptera musculus, is the largest animal ever

found on Earth. Blue whales have been protected internationally since 1965
(Leatherwood and Reeves 1983). Population numbers are not well known.

Estimates of the blue whale population in the north Pacific range from about

1400-2000 (Mizroch et al. 1984, Yochem and Leatherwood 1985, Bar'ow
1994) and the number of animals found along the coast of central California
appears to be increasing (Calambokidis et al. 1990, Barlow 1994). Three
subspecies of blue whale have been described to date: B. m. intermedia,

from the southern hemisphere; B. m. musculus, from the northern
hemisphere Atlantic and Pacific oceans and B. m. brevicauda, the pygmy
blue whale (Yochem and Leatherwood 1985).
Blue whale vocalizations have been reported in the literature for

animals near Antarctica (Cummings and Thompson 1971), the North Atlantic
(Beamish and Mitchell 1971, Edds 1982) and the Pacific (Thompson and
Friedl 1982). Cummings and Thompson (1971) recorded two animals from
the R/V Hero and reported mean sound source levels for these animals as
1 88 dB re 1 pN/m2. The calls they recorded consisted of three-part "moans"

with strong components at 20, 25 and 31 .5 Hz. They reported "secondary
components" at 50 and 63 Hz. Edds (1982) recorded seven narrow-band

moans, six of which swept down

1 Hz and lasted an average of 1 6 s. The
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fundamental frequency of the calls was a downsweep from 19.4 to 18.5 Hz.
Blue whales recorded off Hawaii vocalized in pulsed doublets, the first part
of which swept from 23-20.5 Hz (Thompson and Friedl 1982). Beamish and

Mitchell (1971) reported ultrasonic clicks with energy at 6 Khz and 25 Khz
and suggested that blue whales could be echolocating zooplankton.

However, they could not be certain that the signals they recorded could be
attributed to blue whales. Furthermore, based on the cochlear structure of

the blue whale, it seems less likely that they would use high frequency
sound (Ketten 1990).

During my research off the coast of central California during the fall
feeding season of 1993, recordings were made in the presence of blue
whales to characterize their vocalizations for this area and season.

Methods

Recordings were made on both channels of a TEAC Digital Audio Tape

(DAT) Recorder; one channel was used to record underwater sounds

received through a commercial hydrophone, while the other was used for
commentary. The hydrophone had a flat response from 20 Hz - 2 Khz and

was rolled down by 3dB at 12 Hz.
Recordings were made when blue whales were observed within 1000

m of the Oregon State University 18 m R/V 'Cille. During this time, the
animals often approached much closer, in one instance two animals were
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lunge feeding less than 25 m from the vessel. We encountered and

recorded approximately 14 blue whales between 37-38°N and 122.4-

123.5°W on 5 dates: 26 and 28 August and 6, 15 and 29 September,
1993 (Fig. 1). In some instances, there were humpback whales in the area

and they could readily be heard while recording, but there were no other
species of balaenopterid observed.

During recording periods, the vessel was stopped and shut down

except for the invertor which was used to supply power to the DAT
recorder. Approximate distances of animals from the hydrophone were
determined for source level estimations.
Fifteen recordings lasting from 5 mm to 1 h were made on the 5 days

for a total recording time of 5.5 h. Because the primary research mission of

the 'Clue at this time was other than acoustic monitoring, recordings were
made only when other research was not being undertaken.
The DAT tapes were redigitized on a lotech IEEE ADC 488/1 6A

analog-digital converter at a sample rate of 256 Hz so that they would be in
a format compatible with the software and hardware used for the analysis of
seismic information by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA).

The time series data were decomposed in frequency using Fast Fourier

Transform (FFT) methods to produce time vs. frequency spectrograms of the
calls. The beginning and ending frequencies and duration were measured for
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an Francisco Bay

Figure 1. Study area for recording blue whale calls in August and September
1993. (Recording locations =
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each of 303 calls recorded. This included measurements of fundamental
frequencies (when visible) and first, second and third harmonics. For better
frequency resolution, a four-second integration period was used to produce
0.25 Hz frequency estimates. Means and standard errors for each harmonic
were determined, Inter-call duration was measured from the beginning of a

call to the beginning of the following call. Maximum sound pressure levels
(SPL, dB re 1 pPa @ 1 m) were measured for 160 of the calls and were

taken from the peak amplitude of the filtered time series.

Results

Vocalizations were seen in spectrograms from ten of the fifteen

recording sessions (66.6%) or 232 of 322 minutes (72%). Fundamental

frequencies were often difficult to pick out of the spectrograms due to
ambient and ship noise and possibly because they occurred below the flat
response of the hydrophone. Harmonics, however, were visible.
Fundamental calls were characterized by a downsweep of

-

1 .6 Hz,

from 18.9 to 17.3 Hz and lasted 16 s. Overall mean inter-call duration was
38 s (s.d. = 33.7, range 4-186). Inter-call duration for individual animals is
probably greater, however, individual differences were not assessed for this
study.

Table 1 presents the characteristics of the analyzed blue whale calls,
including frequency downsweep, duration and SPL for the fundamental and

Table 1. Frequency sweeps, duration and sound pressure levels of fundamental and harmonics of blue whale
calls measured off California
Fundamental (fO)

First Harmonic (f 1)

Second Harmonic
(f2)

Third Harmonic
(f3)

upper

lower

upper

lower

upper

lower

upper

lower

18.9 ±
0.4

17.3 ±

37.2 ±

34.2 ±

55.7 ±

51.7 ±

73.2 ±

70.2 ±

0.3

0.6

0.7

0.8

1.2

0.6

1.1

18.319.9

16.617.7

35.5-

54.258.2

49.254.2

71.774.6

67.3-

39.1

32.435.7

mm

18.3

16.6

35.5

32.4

54.2

49.2

71.7

67.3

max

19.9

17.7

39.1

35.7

58.2

54.2

74.6

72.1

x
(Hz)

Range

72.1

16.2 ± 2.7

15.9 ± 2.3

Range

11-22

9-20

14.9 ± 3.0

6-21

7-20

n

16

85

295

75

SPL (dB re

174.4 ± 4.5
(n=44)

164.9 ..± 5.9

not measured

lpPa)

174.9 + 4.5
(n=13)

Range

165.5-183.5

162.5-184.6

149.6-179.2

Dur (s)

13.0

2.7

(n=160)

-

(0

20

harmonics. For reasons mentioned above, fewer fundamental frequencies
were measured than first and second harmonics.

A time series and spectrogram of blue whale calls recorded in the field

are shown in Fig. 2. There are eleven calls evident from at least two
different whales (indicated by arrows). Figure 3 shows three of these calls
expanded in time. Two of the calls (A and B) show the fundamental and
three harmonics while only the second harmonic is visible in the third (C).
Vocalizations sometimes overlapped when there were two or more
animals in the area as one animal would begin vocalizing before the first
animal had finished (Fig 2).

Discussion

Based upon the presence of blue whales in the near vicinity of the
vessel during recording sessions, the high SPL, and harmonics of

vocalizations recorded the source of the calls was nearby. Because of the
similarity of the calls recorded near blue whales in California to those

reported in the literature, I concluded that the vocalizations recorded in the
field in 1993 were indeed produced by blue whales.
Measured characteristics of calls were similar to those found by
Thompson and Friedl (1982) and Edds (1982) for blue whales. Similarities
included a downsweep component and 16-18 s duration.
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Figure 2. Time series and spectrogram of blue whale calls recorded off
central California. Arrows indicate individual calls. Harmonics are denoted

by: FO = fundamental, Fl = first, F2 = second, F3 = third.
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Edds (1982) recorded seven moans from blue whales in the Gulf of
St. Lawrence whose durations ranged from 1 5-1 8 s with an average of 1 6

s. The frequency downsweep of these calls started and ended at slightly
higher frequencies (

California coast (

19.4-18.5 Hz) than those recorded off the
= 18.9-17.3) and spanned only approximately 1 Hz as

opposed to the 1 .6 Hz found in this study. Edds (1982) did not report the
presence of any harmonics in her recorded calls. Edds (1982) also mentioned

that six of seven recorded calls were followed by "faint calls" that were onesixth the intensity of the calls that preceded them. As the hydrophone used

by Edds (1982) was in water 6-10 m deep, it is possible that these faint
calls were the product of the initial calls interacting with the bottom or the
surface.

The differences seen between this study and Edds (1982) may be due
to the small sample size of vocalizations recorded in the Gulf of St.

Lawrence or may be indicative of a stock difference between Atlantic and
Pacific populations such as was found in finback whales in the Sea of Cortez
(Thompson et al. 1992).
Recordings made off Oahu were, on average, longer than those

reported here (Z = 1 8 s) and were of somewhat higher frequencies,
sweeping from 23 - 20.5 Hz (Thompson and Friedi 1982). On average the
calls, which were described as "doublets," repeated every 70 s. The authors

did not say if this repetition rate was from the beginning of one doublet to
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the beginning of the next or if it is the time elapsed from the end of one
doublet to the beginning of the next. If the repetition rate is measured from
beginning to beginning, this vocalization rate is roughly half that measured

from this study (38 s). It should be noted, however, that the 38 s is an
overall rate based on multiple animals and therefore is likely an

underestimate of repetition rate. Thompson and Friedl do not report the
presence of any harmonics in their data.
Cummings and Thompson (1971) reported three-part calls from blue

whales recorded off the Chilean coast, with strongest energy centered at
20, 25 and 31 .5 Hz. These frequencies are somewhat higher than those

recorded off California and the calls have a different structure which does
not appear to include a frequency downsweep. These differences may be a

result of sub-speciation and may lend support to the idea of different
subspecies/stocks having different dialects.

Cummings and Thompson (1971) noted "secondary components" at

50 and 63 Hz which are exact multiples of the calls measured at 25 and
31.5 Hz and could therefore be harmonics.
Harmonics are considered to be "extraneous frequencies" produced

only at high amplitudes of the fundamental frequency. A proportion of the
power from the fundamental is converted into harmonics such that as the
SPL of the fundamental increases, so does the harmonic content of a call

(Urick 1983). The lack of harmonics in the data presented by Edds (1982)
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and Thompson and Friedl (1982) could be due to the whales they recorded

being further from their hydrophones than were the whales reported by
Cummings and Thompson (1971) or this study. Thompson and Friedl (1982)

did not know the exact location of the animals they recorded.
The overlapping of some calls when multiple animals are in the same

area has not been reported in the literature for blue whales. Whether there is

a functional significance to overlapping calls or whether it is a product of a
high density of vocalizing animals is unknown.
Overall, little data is available for comparison of vocalization
characteristics from different geographic regions. The blue whale calls
recorded off Hawaii appear to be less similar to those recorded off central

California in this study than those recorded off the east coast in the St.
Lawrence River. Because there is little data for comparison, definitive
conclusions regarding similarities and/or differences between calls cannot be
drawn.

However, some of the differences seen amongst different areas might
be explained by stock differences or seasonal variation. Even if the animals

recorded off Hawaii prove to be a different stock than those recorded off
California, evolutionarily speaking it is expected that these stocks would be
more alike than those that occur in a different ocean basin altogether.
Conversely, it may have been more advantageous for animals in the same

ocean to evolve differences in their vocal repertoire, particularly if their
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vocalizations are powerful enough to travel hundreds (if not thousands) of
kilometers. In this manner, it may be easier for an animal to distinguish

between the vocalizations of blue whales from two different stocks.
It is also possible that the California and Hawaii animals are from the
same population but there is some seasonal variation in vocal repertoire.

Thompson and Friedl (1982) found seasonal variation in the occurrence of
blue whale vocalizations but many of the animals they recorded were

vocalizing in August and September, the months during which this study's
recordings were made.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A MATCHED FILTER TO DETECT BLUE WHALE CALLS

Introduction
Cetacean vocalizations may be used to determine stock differences,

estimate abundance of vocalizing animals or infer social structure (see for

example Evans 1967, Payne and Webb 1971, Watkins 1981, Ford and

Fischer 1982, Clark and Ellison 1988,1989, Thompson et at. 1992, Moore

et al. 1993, Weilgart and Whitehead 1993, Weilgart et at. 1993). To record
whale sounds, a hydrophone, or underwater microphone, is used.
Hydrophone data contains many overlapping sources; those that are

not of interest to the investigator are considered 'noise' while the desired
source is the 'signal.' Blue whale vocalizations occur in the 20 Hz range,
which is also the range of much shipping noise (Payne and Webb 1971,
Urick 1 983), so the fundamental calls may be obscured by louder ambient
noise. Filtering the data reduces surrounding noise as much as possible. High

and/or low pass filters can eliminate the frequencies above and below the

signal of interest but will not eliminate the noise which occurs within the
range of the signal. Therefore, bandpass filtering is insufficient to detect this
signal. Instead a filter that can extract the signal from the surrounding noise
is the most useful for signal detection. Depending upon duration and

frequency bandwidth, the range at which a signal such as a whale
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vocalization can be detected increases by use of cross-correlation techniques
(Spiesberger and Fristrup 1990) such as are used in matched filtering.

To create this type of filter, the 'shape' of the signal of interest must
be known and described in a mathematical time series. When the filter is

cross-correlated with the section of time series in which the signal of
interest is present, a peak will emerge in the correlation output where the

filter and signal "match" (Fig. 4). Matched filters maximize the signal-tonoise ratio of the output by condensing the amplitude of the signal into the
output peak (Camp 1970, Robinson and Treitl 1980).
A matched filter may be as simple as autocorrelation of part of a
known signal with a noise-laden time series. For instance, Freitag and Tyack

(1993) used 100 ps of a captive dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) click recorded
on one channel and cross-correlated this with input data from the other
channels to produce peaks in the output which indicated the presence of

clicks. They found that white this method worked well when the animal was
held in a large pen, when the animal was held in a tank direct detection of
the clicks produced better results. One disadvantage of this approach is that
individual variation in calls may produce filters that are overly specific.
Matched fitters are often used in optics to recognize patterns or
features (Gamble and Laferty 1990, Sun et al. 1990, Kamemaru et al.
1993). The typical matched filter produces a relatively broad peak that has
been useful in detecting classes of objects rather than very specific objects
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matched filter kernel

time series data

sigri'al of inte(est

Output o cross-corre ation o matc e. i ter an. time series

Figure 4. Illustration of how a matched filter works. The matched filter
kernel is cross-correlated (*) with time series data producing a peak in the
signal-to-noise output wherever there is a 'match' in the data.
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(Flavin and Homer 1990). In this way, a matched filter developed from
average values of blue whale calls might be more useful in detecting these

calls than a kernel that was developed from a specific call. There is variation
in individual blue whale calls, but they all share a downsweep characteristic.
By creating a 'general' kernel of a blue whale call, I expected to extract and
identify blue whale calls from noisy data for numerous individuals from U.S.
Navy SOSUS (SOund SUrveillance System) data and affirm that signals

described as 'long 20 Hz biologicals' from U.S. Navy spectrograms (for

example Kibblewhite et al. 1966 and Northrup et al. 1970) were indeed
produced by blue whales.
Superficial examination of blue whale call sonagrams from SOSUS

data showed that these calls closely resemble those recorded in the field.
The characteristics of blue whale calls from SOSUS data were measured for

frequency downsweep and duration to do a direct comparison with fieldrecorded calls.

Methods

Development of a matched filter to detect blue whale calls

Kernels simulating each harmonic (fO, fi, f2, f3) were created from
mean values of call characteristics (see Table 1) by use of an inverse Fourier

Transform algorithm developed by H. Matsumoto [(NOAA/Pacific Marine
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Environmental Laboratories (PMEL)]. Given sample rate, upper and lower

frequencies and duration, this algorithm produced a numerical time series
based on a simple linear sweep with these characteristics. The inverse

Fourier transform then produces a matched filter in a time vs. amplitude
domain.

Once kernels for each harmonic were created, additional matched

filters which incorporated the first two (fO and fi) and then three (fO,fl ,f2)
harmonics were created. As a first test, these matched filters were crosscorrelated with the data recorded in the field to see if they detected known
calls in the data time series and to see which of these filters resulted in the
highest correlation output.

Arlication of the matched filter to SOSUS data
When it was determined that the matched filter identified calls in the
data from which it was developed, it was modified by changing the sample
rate to match that of raw hydrophone SOSUS data (128 Hz) and beamformed data (100 Hz). These data were bandpassed at 50 Hz for processing

of low-frequency sounds, therefore harmonics above fi were eliminated.
The matched filters were cross-correlated with SOSUS data in which there
were known blue whale calls, found by visually scrolling through sonagrams
of archived data files. These calls looked very similar to those recorded in
the field and exhibited similar time and frequency characteristics.
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The matched filter was then cross-correlated with data from
hydrophones in which there was no evidence of blue whale calls but which
were in the same array as and near to the hydrophones on which there were

visible calls to determine if the matched filter worked well on low amplitude
signals.

Characteristics of blue whale calls from SOSUS data
Beginning and ending frequencies and duration of calls were measured

for blue whale calls seen on one array of SOSUS data. These characteristics

were compared with field data. Two-way ANOVA tests were employed to
determine if significant differences existed between upper and lower
frequencies and duration of calls.

Resu Its

Application of the matched filter to field data
A time series of some field data from California that contains three
blue whale calls with visible fundamentals and three other calls identified by
the presence of harmonics is shown in Fig. 5. The results of cross-

correlating this data with a matched filter developed only from the
fundamental (fO) is shown in Fig. 6. For 3 of 6 calls, a strong correlation
peak is produced in the output. Cross-correlation of the same data with a
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Figure 5. Time series and spectrogram of field data. Arrows indicate
individual calls.
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Figure 6. Cross-correlation of data from Fig. 5 with fO kernel. Peaks occur in
the output where the fundamental calls are visible in the spectrogram.
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composite filter of fO+fl produced peaks for the three calls (Fig 7). The
cross-correlation also produced broad peaks where the fundamental is not

visible but harmonics are (see Fig. 5) however they do not stand out as well
above the background noise. When applied to the same data, the matched

filter composed of the fundamental, first and second harmonics identified
the three 'obvious' calls and produced smaller peaks in the presence of

lower amplitude calls but again, there is substantial 'noise' in the output
(Fig. 8). The most useful kernel for this data set, however, was that which
imitated the second harmonic only (f2). Narrow peaks are produced for each
call as indicated by arrows (Fig. 9).

Application of the matched filter to SOSUS data
A time series from SOSUS data that includes five blue whale calls

with very little interfering ambient noise is shown in Fig. 10. These are twopart calls consisting of an amplitude-modulated pulse followed by a simple

downsweep. The downsweep part of the call is the only part of interest for
this matched filtering experiment.
While harmonics were regularly seen in the field-recorded data, they
were seen less often in the SOSUS data so a complex kernel was not
necessarily more successful at detecting whales than was the fundamental
kernel.
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Figure 7. Cross-correlation of data from Fig. 5 with fO+fl kernel. Detection
of low-amplitude calls begins to be seen from the output.
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Figure 9. Cross-correlation of data from Fig. 5 with f2 kernel. The presence
of calls is clearly indicated in the output.
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Figure 10. Spectrogram and time series of blue whale calls from North
Pacific SOSUS data.
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Cross-correlation of the fO kernel with the time series from Fig. 10 is
shown in Fig. 11. For every downswept call, a peak is readily discernible in
the output. There are also smaller amplitude peaks where there are pulse

calls. This is probably due to these calls containing a slight downsweep in
frequency as well as having a similar duration as the downsweep. Cross-

correlation of a kernel that uses both the fundamental and first harmonic

with the data also reveals a strong correlation output (Fig. 12). The output is
almost identical to that seen with the fO kernel alone.
The time series shown in Fig. 13 also contains blue whale calls. They
are not as readily discerned in this spectrogram or time series. However,

cross-correlation with the fO matched filter detects these calls by producing
a clear peak in the signal-to-noise ratio where each call exists in the data
(Fig. 14).

Characteristics of SOSUS-recorded blue whale calls

The fundamental downsweeps measured from SOSUS data swept

down from 18.1 ± 0.2 Hz to 16.6 ± 0.2 Hz and lasted on average 16.6 ±
2.3s (n=27, range 11 -22). This difference was statistically significant for
both the upper and lower frequencies (p-values > .0001 for both) but not for
the duration (p-value =0.8). Table 2 compares the mean characteristics for
these two call sources.
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Figure 11. Cross-correlation of fO matched filter with SOSUS data from
Fig.9. There is very little ambient noise and signal-to-noise ratio is high.
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Fig. 9. Signal-to-noise ratio is not improved over the fO kernel.
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Figure 13. Spectrogram and time series of very low amplitude blue whale
calls from SOSUS data.
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Table 2. Comparison of characteristics of fundamental calls from fieldrecorded data and SOSUS data.
Fundamental

Upper Frequency

Lower Frequency

Call

(Hz)

(Hz)

Field

18.9

SOSUS

18.1

Duration (5)

n

17.3

16.2

16

16.6

16.6
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One notable difference between the blue whale calls recorded in the
field and those spectrograms seen on SOSUS is that the downswept calls
are often preceded by a broadband, amplitude modulated pulse in the
SOSUS data (Fig 1 5). This pairing gave the impression of a two-part call.

The burst consisted of a "stack" of 3-4 unmodulated pulses ranging from 1 6
to 20 Hz that lasted 1 6.8 s (Table 3). The duration of each pulse decreased
as frequency increased.

Table 3. Frequency and time characteristics of the burst pulses.
Pulse #

Frequency (Hz)

Duration (s)

n

First

16.3 ± 0.15

16.8 ± 3.7

27

Second

17.75 ± 0.13

12.8 ± 3.4

26

Third

19.0 ± 0.16

10.0 ± 2.4

20

Fourth

20.4 ± 0.12

8.5 ± 1.8

4
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Figure 15. Time series and spectrogram of a two-part blue whale call from
SOSUS data. The first part of the call consists of an amplitude modulated
pulse. The second part of the call is a simple frequency downsweep.
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Discussion

The matched filter that imitated fO detected calls on both the data
from which it was generated and SOSUS data. This result both confirms
that the calls seen on SOSUS are indeed blue whale calls and that the kernel

developed from the field data can be applied to other blue whale data as
well. The kernel does have to be modified based on the sampling rate of
recordings, however.

It is possible that this kernel might not work for recordings of animals
from other geographic areas or stocks, if indeed different 'dialects' are used

by different stocks of whales. However, with frequency and time
characteristics for different dialects, area- or stock-specific kernels can be
developed

The ability of a kernel to detect blue whale calls is determined by how
closely the kernel approximates the calls. The relative height and width of
the correlation output appears to be related to the amplitude of the call being
detected. In Fig. 8 the peaks produced by cross-correlation with a compound
kernel are wider for those calls whose spectrograms are not readily visible to

an observer. As can be seen in Fig 9, the calls with 'louder' (darker) second
harmonics produce larger peaks than those that are less visible which is to

be expected with a matched filter (Camp 1970, Robinson and Treitl 1980).
However, the relationship between the shape of the correlation output peak
and the amplitude of the calls has not been quantified.
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Cross-correlation with artificial kernels such as those developed in this

experiment may be better at detecting calls than would use of a 'real' call as
a matched filter because the latter would include any ambient noise recorded

with that call. Therefore, the output of a cross-correlation would not be as
successful if other data had different ambient noise characteristics from the
filter.
So far SOSUS data from six different months has been examined for
blue whale calls and kernels applied to a sample of these. The kernel

successfully detected calls identified from spectrograms from all the samples
so there does not seem to be any seasonal variation in the basic downswept

call for vocalizing animals in the northeast Pacific. However, future work
might look at the repetition rate and overall numbers of calls to see if there
is any seasonal variation.

Downswept calls measured from SOSUS data showed similar time

characteristics to those calls recorded in the field but were of lower
frequency.

The burst-downsweep coupling does not resemble the pulsed doublets

described by Thompson and Friedl (1982). In the call they describe, the first

part of the two-part call contains a downsweep component from 23 - 20.5
Hz and the second half of the call is an unmodulated 20.5 Hz pulse. In

addition, the time interval between the two parts of their call is only 1-2 s
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whereas the time delay between the broad-band burst and the downsweep

seen on SOSUS is on the order of 31 .5 ± 3.2 s (n = 27, range 25-38).
These pulsive calls usually, but did not always, precede each
downsweep. Occasionally a burst will precede a series of downsweeps.
Figure 16 shows several instances of multiple downsweeps after one pulsive

call. Overlap of downsweeps from different animals and overlap of
downsweeps and pulses may also be seen in this figure. Whether there is a

specific and different communicative function that can be attributed to the
presence of these bursts is unknown nor is any seasonal pattern in the
presence or absence of the preceding burst obvious.

Seem and Rowe (1994) used vision processing techniques to develop

a program that would identify what he termed "whale moans" from SOSUS

data. This identification process, however, takes 20 times longer to identify
a call than would a human observer. In contrast to the matched filter
developed in this study, Seem and Rowe's technique did not work well

where the calls were not identifiable by a human observer. The calls he
used were not from blue whales, but were unidentified upswept calls. There
does appear to be more variation in the upswept calls than in blue whale
vocalizations (author's unpublished observation) and it may be for this

reason that Seem and Rowe (1994) noted that "automatic template

matching methods do not work for whale moans."
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Figure 1 6. Time series and spectrogram of a series of blue whale calls from
SOSUS data. Four pulsive calls are visible and at least 1 7 downsweeps.
Overlaps of pulsive and downswept calls can be seen at minutes 3 and 5.
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The success of the matched filter on SOSUS data in which blue whale

calls cannot be picked out by an observer from a spectrogram shows that
this method can used to detect blue whale vocalizations even in a noisy

environment or when the calls are of low amplitude. Consequently, the
range over which these calls can be detected is increased. It should be
possible to create kernels for other low-frequency whale calls containing a
frequency-sweep component, such as finback whales, and thus increase the

use of matched filters in whale detection.
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LOCATION OF CALLING BLUE WHALES IN THE NORTHEAST PACIFIC
FROM SOSUS DATA WITH AID OF A MATCHED FILTER

Introduction

The U.S. Navy has been recording "biologicals," which includes whale
calls, on their SOSUS arrays since the system was established in the mid-

1950's to track submarines (Nishimura and Conlon 1993). Since 1991 the
SOSUS system has been used by NOAA/PMEL to study underwater

earthquakes and volcanoes (see for example Fox et al. 1994). Much of the
hard- and software developed for these purposes can be readily modified to

study whale vocalizations.
The SOSUS arrays consist of a series of bottom-mounted

hydrophones that transmit the signals they receive and the time these
signals arrive at each hydrophone to shore-based facilities for signal

processing (Nishimura and Conlon 1994, Fox et al. in press). The location of
these arrays is currently classified and cannot be discussed here. Despite

these restrictions, the Navy's hydrophone system is ideal for remotely
studying whale vocalizations. Because they are bottom-mounted, the
positions of the hydrophones are stable, so, given accurate sound-speed
profiles only accurate arrival time measurements are necessary for localizing

the source of a sound (Watkins and Schevill 1972).
Low frequency noise has low attenuation characteristics therefore
sources of this noise, whether submarine propellers or whales, are
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detectable over great distances via the deep sound channel (Urick 1983,
Spiesberger and Fristrup 1990). The axis of this channel occurs at the depth

where the velocity of sound in water is lowest, which serves to direct lowfrequency vocalizations and allows them to propagate over long distances

with minimal attenuation (Urick 1983, Spindel and Worcester 1990).
In the north Pacific, SOSUS consists of a number of different arrays,
each of which is made up of many hydrophones. By comparing the

difference in arrival time of an event (such as a whale call) on two different
arrays, it is possible to determine a bearing to that event. With the addition
of another array, a location may be computed.
Because the amplitude of the same call on the different arrays will
differ based on the animal's distance from each array, applying the matched

filter developed here will allow for detection of these calls. It should then be
possible to match peaks of the same call on three different SOSUS

hydrophone arrays and locate the source of the call. By locating vocalizing
animals the numbers and distributions of vocalizing animals within range of
the arrays may be determined.

An experiment to ground-truth locations of vocalizing blue whales
determined from SOSUS data by use of matched filtering was undertaken in
August, 1 994. The success of such an experiment could not only serve as a

proof of concept for the methods developed here but might also help to
quantify any bias in the methods.
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Methods

When it was shown that the matched filter was able to detect blue
whale calls that were not visible to a human observer in either the time
series or spectrogram data (Fig. 14), it was applied to beam-formed data on
channels from different hydrophone arrays to locate animals.
Up to 1 5 minutes of data from three channels, one from each of the
three hydrophone arrays available, were displayed on a computer monitor

(Fig. 17). Whale calls had to be visible on one or two of these channels (two
of the three arrays) for locating vocalizations to be undertaken. The
remaining channel was selected by determining which beam from the third

array best intersected the other two. The matched filter was applied to all
channels, resulting in a monitor display of the cross-correlated signal, the
original time series data and the spectrogram (Fig. 18).

The pattern of peaks in the cross-correlated data were compared
among channels to determine which were from the same call. Because a call
series often had pauses and variation in repetition rate, picking the same call

on different channels was generally straightforward. When a call was
picked, its arrival time at the hydrophone (in 1 s resolution) was selected. A

display of three 'picks'(1,2,3) is shown in Fig. 19. The calls arrive first on
array A, then array B , then array C.
The arrival times of the same call at three different array locations are
combined with sound speed models for the northeast Pacific and compared
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Figure 1 7. Time series and spectrograms from channels from each of three
different SOSUS arrays (A,B,C). Blue whale calls can only be seen in the
spectrograms of arrays A and B.
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Figure 18. CrosscorreIation of fO matched filter with channels A, B and C.
Even though calls are not visible on array C, they are detected in the
correlation with the time series.
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arrays.
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to an initial position of 46° N/128°W. A least-squares fit is determined to
produce source time, latitude and longitude of the call (Fox et al., in press).
This procedure is repeated for each new screen of data.

It is not possible to determine a quantitative measure of location
accuracy with this method as there are no degrees of freedom for calculation
of a standard error. A bias for earthquake locations was determined from

field tests to be 1 .76 ± 0.76 km south and 0.46 ± 2.04 km west of
calculated locations (Fox et al. in press).

To ground-truth the locations detected by use of the matched filter,
an experiment was set up to coordinate efforts of real-time location of blue
whales from SOSUS data with a Navy P-3 flight. The P-3 would drop an
array of sonobuoys in the region of the location determined from SOSUS

data to attempt to acoustically and/or visually locate blue whales.

On 4 August, 1994, a P-3 flight was scheduled. Blue whale calls were
seen in spectrograms from SOSUS data and locations were determined by

the methods described above. The initial position determined was 46°39'N

by 129°32'W from 0412 GMT (2120 PDT, 3 August). Later in the morning,
a more recent position of 46°36N by 129°07W was calculated and radioed
to the plane before the 10 a.m. PST (1700 GMT) take-off.
Further locations were derived for this day to be compared with any
positive results from the P-3 flight. These locations were determined without
knowledge of where the P-3 flew and acoustically located the blue whale.
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Locations of blue whale calls were obtained for 10 days from July and

August 1994 and plotted to examine the short-term distribution of blue
whales off the Washington and Oregon coasts.

Results

Ground-truth results: P-3

The pilot of the P-3 sighted a whale at 46°34' N by 128°51' W at
1951 GMT but could not identify it to species. However, when an array of
sonobuoys was deployed in the vicinity of the unidentified whale from the P3, strong blue whale signals were received. The technicians aboard the
aircraft were able to track the vocalizing animal acoustically for 2 hours (D.
Clark, NRAD, pers. comm.). The animal was located 21 .6 km from the
SOSUS-determined location supplied 3 hours earlier. Figure 20A. shows the

location of the two locations radioed to the P-3 before take-off, the location
determined from sonobuoy data for the vocalizing whale, and other locations
determined from SOSUS data for the same day. A close-up with times of
each location provided to the P-3 is shown in Fig. 206.

Blue whale locations

Blue whale locations were determined from SOSUS data for a few

hours for each of 10 days: 10-11 and 27-31 July and 3-5 August, 1994.
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Figure 20.(A) Locations of whales on 4 August, 1994. (B) Close-up of
positions determined from SOSUS(*) including two positions radioed to the
P-3 (+ and A) and whale location determined from sonobuoys ().
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These locations are shown in Figs. 21-25. Each star represents the location
of a vocalization but each star does not necessarily represent a unique
whale. One whale most likely vocalizes multiple times. This may be indicated
by clumps of locations in the same area over a short period of time. Series
of vocalizations may represent tracks of individual whales.

Most of the vocalizations were located between 46° and 47° N
latitude and the majority were west of 128° W longitude. Locations for six
consecutive hours from 2220 GMT on 10 July to 0350 GMT on 11 July,
1994 are plotted in Figs 21A and B. There are a total of 77 vocalizations
over this time and they are in a very dense concentration Ca. 400 km

offshore from 129° to 130°W along 46° N latitude.
Figures 22-24A are locations of blue whale vocalizations from five
consecutive days (27-31 July, 1994). Overall, these locations are spread out
over a much wider area than those from earlier in July. Forty-one locations

are shown in Fig. 22A spanning 2.5 hours on 27 July (1627-1855 GMT).
The nearest animals were less than 200 km off the mouth of the Columbia
River. One day later, almost six hours of locations revealed 37 vocalization

locations from 1400-1944 GMT (Fig. 22B). The distribution of these
locations is similar to 22A but shows animals as close as 1 30 km from

shore. Fewer locations were determined for the 29th, 30th and 31st of July
(Figs. 23A and B, 24A). Eighteen of 19 locations obtained from 0720-1200

GMT for 29 July were north of 46°N compared to only six of 23 locations
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Figure 21 .(A) Positions of vocalizations (*) determined from 1 .5 hours of
SOSUS data for 10 July and (B) 4 hours for 11 July, 1 994.
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Figure 22. (A) Positions of vocalizations (*) determined from 2.5 hours of
SOSUS data for 27 July and (B) 6 hours for 28 July1 1994.
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Figure 23. (A) Positions of vocalizations (*) determined from 4.5 hours of
SOSUS data for 29 July and (B) 9.5 hours for 30 July, 1994.
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Figure 24. (A) Positions of vocalizations (*) determined from 3.25 hours of
SOSUS data for 31 July and (B) 4 hours for 3 August, 1994.
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the P-3 whale detection is shown in Fig. 24A (S).
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from 1000-1931 GMT on 30 July. Nine locations were determined for the

31st, from 1315-1625 GMT.
Eleven locations were acquired for 3 August, 1994 from 01 30-0520
GMT (Fig. 24B). One of these locations is 500 km offshore but most are

approximately 300 km offshore. August 4, 1994 was the date of the
ground-truthing experiment with the P-3. Fifteen locations were calculated
both before and after the P-3 took off (Fig 25A). These locations and those

from 5 August (Fig. 25B), were distributed in a manner similar to those of
the previous week.

Discussion

The success of the P-3 flight at locating a vocalizing blue whale only
21 .6 km from the SOSUS-determined location serves to confirm the validity

of this location method. There is no proof that the whale acoustically located
by the P-3 and the whale detected on SOSUS were the same animal.

However, were this the same animal, the straight-line estimate for swim
speed would be 7.6 km/h which is a reasonable travel speed for blue whales
(Evans 1987). Comparison of the spectrograms from these two media

should be compared to look for similarities in the repetition rate and
frequency characteristics of the calls.
Future real-time efforts should be used to direct vessels and aircraft
interested in studying blue whales to areas of blue whale concentrations
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offshore. Although the distribution of blue whales nearshore along California
and the Baja peninsula, Mexico, is fairly well documented (see for example
Calambokidis et al. 1 990, Barlow 1 994), very little is known about the

animals off Oregon and Washington. Mate (pers. comm.) observed blue
whales nearshore between Cape Blanco and Cape Arago in late August and

early September in 1969, 1971 and 1972. No blue whales were identified
during 12 aerial and 1 shipboard surveys conducted on the outer continental

shelf (to 185 km offshore) of these states between AprU 1989 and
September 1990 (Green et al. 1992). There are no known areas of blue
whale concentrations in this region that can be used as a target for vessels
or aircraft interested in finding blue whales. Blue whale locations determined
from SOSUS data could provide such a target. While there is likely to be a
time delay between animal detection on SOSUS and vessel or aircraft

detection on-site. The value of having a recent location would eliminate
'blind' searching for animals. This could be a more time- and cost-efficient
means of locating animals in areas of unknown distribution than either
visually or with other acoustic means.
Passive localization of vocalizing animals by use of hydrophone arrays
such as SOSUS has several advantages. SOSUS arrays can provide

information on the locations of whales over a large area. The animals in

question can be located without being disturbed by nearby ship or aircraft.
Vocalizations would not be masked by noise from these vessels (Watkins
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and Schevill 1972). Whale vocalizations can be recorded and localized in

poor weather conditions that are not conducive to visual surveys (Clark and

Ellison 1988, 1989).
There are currently four disadvantages to using passive localization
alone. First, because they are bottom-mounted in deep water, the SOSUS

arrays have very poor coverage of waters over the continental shelf.

Therefore, while we can determine blue whale locations by use of SOSUS,
we cannot eliminate locations. Secondly, there is presently no means of
determining the behavior(s) of the vocalizing animal without visual
observations. For instance, a comparison of respiration and vocalization rates

and times might establish if breaks in vocalization patterns are attributable to
surface activity. Third, these data provide no information as to the numbers
and distributions of non-vocalizing whales. Finally, the individual differences
in vocalizations among blue whales have not been sufficiently studied to
determine how many individuals are represented in the closely packed
locations.

Until some of the disadvantages mentioned above are overcome,

numbers and distributions of vocalizing animals from SOSUS will only
provide part of the information necessary to estimate populations. Therefore,
a combination of passive localization and on-site observations of whales

would provide a more complete picture of the animals' behavior while
vocalizing and the proportion of animals in one area that do vocalize.
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CONCLUSION

The matched filter was developed as a tool to use for detecting and
locating blue whale caDs within the range of U.S. Navy SOSUS arrays in the

Northeast Pacific. Now that this tool has been shown to work for both of
these tasks, there are two specific areas of research that need to be

explored. The first is working with the matched filter itself and the second is
application of the detection and location results.
Ideally, the cross-correlation should be automated. Currently, crosscorrelation and vocalization 'picking' can only be analyzed over 1 5 mm of

data at a time even though the data files are eight hours long. If the crosscorrelation process ran automatically, the operator could analyze hours of

data at a time, choosing matching calls, instead of having to stop, apply a

matched filter, and then continue for every new segment of data.
Matched filters should be developed for species of whales that employ

low-frequency sound, other than the blue whale. This includes, but is not
limited to, finback, humpback and minke whales (Balaenoptera
acutorostrata) which have been detected on other SOSUS arrays (Nishimura

and Conlon 1993). Additional species not yet documented might include sei,

right or bowhead whales. For this effort to be successful, vocalization
characteristics shared by all or most conspecifics would have to be
determined and then mathematically modelled.
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While the development of a matched filter to detect blue whale calls

in noisy data was successful, it is the results of the application of this tool
that are of greatest interest. Information on locations of vocalizing blue
whales will allow us better understand their overall numbers and distribution
in the northeast Pacific. Further work that should be done includes:
Locations of whales should be documented over long periods of time

(months to years). Archived SOSUS data exists from 1991 onward.
Examination of this data to determine locations of blue whales might
indicate seasonal habitats, migratory movements and seasonality of
vocalizations.

Locations should be compared to oceanographic features such as

bottom topography, sea surface temperature or primary productivity. This
information could provide valuable clues to why the animals are where they
are and what features of the ocean are important to them.
Variation among acoustical characteristics of calls should be

quantified for individual blue whales from the same pod, different pods in
the same area and animals from different regions of the Pacific ocean.
Individuals should be tracked for as long as possible by use of

acoustic criteria to estimate swim speeds, infer respiration patterns and
determine direction of travel.
Real-time localization of animals can be used to direct ship-board or

aerial surveys to areas of whale abundance so that vocalization, behavioral,
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genetic and photo-identification information may be collected or tags applied

without costly and time-consuming searches. Such efforts might enable us
to determine what proportion of animals in a region are vocalizing at any one
time, information that is crucial for population estimates based on
vocalizations.
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